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BASED ON RESEARCH FROM…

“Infrastructure Ontario: A Key 
Agency to Implement the 
Long-Term Infrastructure Plan”

and 

“Megatrends: The Impact of 
Infrastructure on Ontario’s and 
Canada’s Future” 

Found at: www.rccao.com
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ENTERING A GOLDEN AGE OF

INFRASTRUCTURE?…

• Infrastructure investment unmatched since WWII

• Infrastructure deficit – 60% infrastructure is local

• Today’s infrastructure projects may seem expensive

• But yesterday’s now recognized as wise investments
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ENTERING A GOLDEN AGE OF

INFRASTRUCTURE?…

• Building the right infrastructure and building 
infrastructure right

• New components, materials, processes and 
technologies

• Adapt, repurpose and refinance, when infrastructure  
needs to change

• Flexible, adaptable infrastructure accelerates 
infrastructure planning and approvals, if we can 
modernize planning and EAs
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INFRASTRUCTURE

CHALLENGES

• Building blocks: asset management plans and 

Stats Can survey

• To put downward pressure on infrastructure costs: 

report and compare as-delivered unit costs, 

whether AFP or traditional procurement.

• Canada Infrastructure Bank should collect, analyze 

and disseminate data – traditional procurement 

and variants of public-private partnership (P3s).
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PLAN BEFORE YOU

SELECT AND BUILD!

More holistic, integrated 
infrastructure planning

More evidence-based, 
business-case project selection

e.g., rapid transit stations:

• Transportation decision?

• Regional community planning or 
economic development 
decision? 

• An aesthetic decision?)
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BUILDING THE RIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE

VS. BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE RIGHT

• Justification with clear, publicly available and 

objective business cases. 

• Analysts who know subject matter – design, 

construction, finance and operations

• And be aware of emerging trends affecting 

project selection – Megatrends 
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT

P3S / AFP CONUNDRUM: COST OF CAPITAL / PROCESS COSTS VS. 

INSURANCE AGAINST DELAY, “SCOPE CREEP” AND COST OVERRUNS

Public agencies have made traditional procurement process 

cumbersome, expensive and unpredictable. 

• Overly detailed specifications discourage innovation

• Unique, business-affecting legal and financial guarantees 

discourage competitive bids

• Overt political involvement contributes to complexity 
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT

• Many small and some not-so-small firms decline to 
bid on public tenders and requests-for-proposals. 

• These patterns produce fewer return bidders and less 
competition. Bidders predictably “price in” added 
cost and risks of uncertainty.

• Too often, successful bidders appear to aim to 
achieve profitability through scope alteration and
change orders during the construction phase. 

• The loser in this process is the taxpayer.
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT

• When faced with influential stakeholders or in-

process project developments, both governments and 

broader public-sector entities frequently fail 

Provincial Auditor’s test: 

• “… a willingness and ability on the part of the 

public sector to manage the contractor 

relationship and enforce the provisions when 

needed.” 
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT

• Risks confirmed by Oxford’s Bent Flyvbjerg, in “Cost 
Underestimation in Public Works Projects: Error or 
Lie?” and then reconfirmed in 2014. 

• In traditionally delivered public sector projects, actual 
project costs were 28 % higher than estimated. In nine 
out of 10 transportation infrastructure projects, costs
were underestimated.

• Historically and overall, record shows cost of 
recurrent failures in conventional tenders greatly
exceeds additional cost of AFP.
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENTS

• Is relatively higher cost of AFP fully offset by reducing 
risks of cost overruns from project “scope-creep”, 
overdue delivery, change orders, deficient delivery? 

• On balance, the evidence says “YES”

• Evidence now suggests that well-structured, current 
generation P3s and AFP are good public policy, good 
value for money 

• Like good flood or fire insurance, the premium paid
for AFP-delivered projects is justified by size of 
prospective risks.
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EXPANDING P3S…TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

• High process costs are recurrent and valid 

criticism of P3 and AFP

• Excuse not to use them for many smaller $ or 

municipal projects and for those with in-house 

capacity and low cost of capital

• But local government has much historical 

experience with traditional capital projects being 

over budget, delayed, or abandoned due to lack 

of capacity or indecisiveness
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P3S / AFP VS. TRADITIONAL

PROCUREMENT

• With construction cost inflation and scope-creep, 

budgets are undermined by time taken to select 

and authorize infrastructure projects

• “Hidden” costs: fall back on multi-year portfolio 

funding of capital expenditures…

• Overages on one project can be offset by 

delaying or re-profiling others.
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“OPTIMISM BIAS”…

• To keep within budget and on schedule, AFP incentive 

for generous initial estimates of both cost and 

delivery schedule.

• But conventional procurement has reverse bias: 

• Low project estimates of cost and delivery time 

and optimistic service performance projections 

help to secure approvals from rationed capital 

budgets
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EXPAND P3S / AFP…TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENT AND TO MID-SIZE FIRMS

• Local governments can benefit from AFP and P3 
processes for:

• Large projects

• Insufficient internal financial and technical capacity

• Strained resources

• Design a P3 / AFP model for wider participation by 
municipalities and mid-sized firms – standardizing 
documents, terms and conditions.  
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EXPANDING P3S…TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

McKinsey on “lean” infrastructure banks:

“…requiring less documentation for smaller, less risky, 
or simpler projects setting bankability standards, so that 
sponsors know what would-be investors need…

“…working in cross-functional teams oriented around 
projects in the same sector or geography…

“…ensuring accountability at every stage by clarifying 
who is responsible, who approves, who supports, and 
who is consulted on any decision…

“…building a culture of continuous improvement”. 
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EXPANDING AFP…TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

• Much of municipal, school board and transit infrastructure is 

“generic”: 

• local bridges, water lines, wastewater treatment and sewers, 

storm water infrastructure, public housing, elementary schools

• Municipal procurement would benefit from fewer costly 

idiosyncratic designs, more intermunicipal collaboration, and 

advanced construction techniques. 

• Much more local infrastructure could be standardized to 

benefit from economies of scale and from international

industry-standard specifications

• transit vehicles, fire trucks, facilities management systems
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EXPANDING P3S / AFP…TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENT AND MID-SIZE FIRMS

• Can adopting AFP and / or using IO as contract 
manager be a bridge between full-blown AFP and 
traditional municipal procurement?

• IO and municipal sector should be develop more cost-
effective version of AFP to meet municipal needs

• Might apply to other local bodies, like school boards or 
social housing 

• Help to avoid current pattern of individual local 
governments endeavouring to craft their own P3 
models, with all the risks and costs it entails
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ADOPT AFP PROVISIONS TO WORK FOR YOU

• IO follows standardized approach: predictable set of 

documents, consistently applied legal & financial conditions 

• Standardization of documents attractive for bidders, 

especially in contrast to current variety in traditional tenders 

and requests-for-proposals (RFPs)

• For traditional procurement in Ontario (esp. municipal and 

transit authorities), no standardization means many 

idiosyncratic and punitive contract conditions / processes 

continue to confront bidders and drive up costs.

• Complex project RFPs cause bidders to price-in the cost of 

uncertainty risk
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TRANSFER THE RIGHT RISKS

• Putting financial risks and contract compliance burdens 

on winning consortium exacts a high price, paid by the 

taxpayer in most cases. 

• Piling-up financial and legal obligations on bidders also 

requires bidders with robust balance sheet and access to 

extensive credit. Not always available in Canada at 

competitive rates, if at all, for mid-size firms. 

• The net effect: discourages and limits bidding by smaller 

and not-so-small domestic firms; and, increase costs to 

the project sponsor.
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TRANSFER THE RIGHT RISKS

• Transfer the risks that belong with the bidders

• But have owner retain risks that bidders 

cannot reasonably control. That will encourage 

more competition and lower cost to taxpayers.

• Reassess (and in specific instances, reduce) 

the risks that should belong with the private

partner in an AFP project, as well as the 

contractual measures used to impose them.
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LINK CONTINGENCY TO ASSESSMENT OF

INDIVIDUAL RISKS

• AFP’s approach to contingency provisions –
assign value to each risk, resist change 
orders

• Too much contingency allowance in project 
budgets?

• Risk of winning bidders trying to shift some 
risks back onto the public sector side of the 
ledger. 
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PERMITTING RISK: THEIRS OR YOURS?

• A barrier to timely 
project completion is 
inability to secure 
requisite, predictable 
and timely inspections 
and approvals from 
public authorities 

• Municipalities could 
reduce risk for bidders 
associated with 
“permitting” 
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PERMITTING RISK: THEIRS OR YOURS?

• Implicitly, bidders are accepting ‘permitting’ risk 
when they guarantee a delivery date. 

• In practice, timetable for producing approvals & 
permits is often in the hands of public 
authorities, not permit applicants. 

• By guaranteeing timely processing of permits 
for their own infrastructure projects, public 
authorities reduce risk facing bidders. 

• Reduces both bidders’ costs and municipal 
project costs.
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LOOK FOR WAYS TO LOWER COST OF P3S

• Make sure the cost of P3s continues to 
represent a reasonable ‘premium’ for the 
insurance that they provide.  

• As we get better at AFP / P3s, including 
more P3 techniques into traditional 
procurement, the size of those 
‘insurance premiums’ should shrink.
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KEEP TRACK OF COSTS –

MAKE THEM TRANSPARENT

• Do a better and more 

transparent job of logging 

the delivered costs of 

infrastructure projects, both 

P3s and traditional.  

• Use that information to drive-

down costs and promote 

competition.  

• Great role for Canada 

Infrastructure Bank 2
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PROJECT BUNDLING

• Similar kinds of work awarded to a single general contractor 
or bid consortium, in time-limited, fixed-price contract. 

• e.g., county bridges needing refurbishment and ongoing 
major maintenance, or OPP detachment buildings across 
Ontario

• Winning bid consortium uses repetitive processes and 
standardized designs to effect savings, often employing 
local delivery agents bound to centrally determined design 
specifications and execution provisions.

• Financial services entities, like pension plans, can also 
bundle debt obligations for several projects, thus 
simplifying and standardizing financing arrangements 
needed for procurement, construction and revenue 
guarantees.
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PROJECT BUNDLING

• Not all bundling is beneficial. Consolidating unrelated 

activities does not create synergies and can dramatically 

reduce number of firms with capacity or willingness to bid 

on such contracts 

• Provincial support also necessary to encourage project 

bundling, for schools and municipal projects, where 

appropriate. (Perhaps IO and Canada Infrastructure Bank 

can play a role?) 

• Pension-fund financing and/or bundling of Canadian 

school projects has produced progressively better results
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BUNDLING BRIDGES

• In Missouri, bridges slated for replacement were bundled 

into a 2009 mega design-build P3 contract with a joint-

venture contractor

• 554 bridges replaced a full year early – and under budget.

• Overall contractor engaged more than 100 Missouri 

contractors and subcontractors, which lowered costs and 

boosted local knowhow.

• In Pennsylvania, a similar P3 program is doing 558 

structurally deficient bridges in just 36 months.

Pennsylvania Rapid Bridge Replacement Program details:  
http://parapidbridges.com/projectoverview.html (Interactive Qs and As)
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PROJECT BUNDLING

• Potential to undertake a slate of analogous or 

“generic” projects. It might equally be used to 

promote evidence-supported, business-case analysis 

to plan and to justify projects. 

• Both options insulate municipal projects more

effectively from risks of what investment world calls 

“moral hazards,” 

• Such as estimate optimism, weak business cases, 

political intervention, lack of objective regulation, and 

in-process “scope-creep.”
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BRIDGE BUNDLING

• November 2007 MTO study 

called “Ontario’s Bridges: 

Bridging the Gap”. Study 

identified challenge of aging 

bridge infrastructure. 

• Study recommended MTO 

review all municipal records 

and become custodians of all 

bridge data
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BRIDGE BUNDLING

• OGRA along with Residential and Civil Construction 

Alliance of Ontario (RCCAO) and MTO did 2013 

County of Wellington Bridge Study. 

• Report on feasibility of AFP delivery methods, 

including project bundling, to enhance investment 

and maintenance of municipal bridge and culvert 

structures. 

• Study was analytical exercise using available 

inventory data

• Need to collect more and better data on bridges  
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BRIDGE BUNDLING

• In 2017, OGRA distributed a small report notifying 
municipalities of a ‘bridge bundling’ pilot project. 

• Report also contained a draft resolution that 
indicated municipality’s willingness to participate 
and notified the Ministers of Transportation and 
Infrastructure. 

• Since then, 23 municipalities have passed motions 
seeking to be involved in a pilot project.  

• Have you?
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SUPPORT INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

At its most effective, AFP is about more than money.

Innovative solutions to infrastructure challenges – and 
encouraging them at an early stage in procurement –
can produce lower cost approaches and additional 
capacity at the same or a comparable price.

Innovation can also produce opportunities to 
incorporate productivity-enhancing or maintenance-
reducing technologies and to achieve future-oriented 
economic, environmental and social objectives.
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SUPPORT INNOVATIVE

SOLUTIONS

• Innovation in AFP could 
translate into potential multi-
billion dollar savings in 
Long-Term Infrastructure 
Plan, while advancing social, 
environmental and
economic goals.

We need more innovation, in all 
aspects of infrastructure –
especially APF / P3s – to see 
more urgently needed and 
future-oriented infrastructure
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Infrastructure Funding and Asset Management: 

Moving From a Noun to a Verb


